
Now through 

January 6, 2023

111   Glow with the Flow Enter a bright, 
beautiful setting of lit orbs, giant illuminated flowers 
and a massive array of strands of lighting overhead.

22   Whistle-Stop Wonder Take a trip around 
Impala Fountain on the SEPTA® PZ Wilderness 
Express Train, enjoy delicious hot cocoa and seasonal 
treats and watch unique light artists perform  
visually-stunning theatrics.

333   Snake Awake Slither through brilliant purples, 
blues and greens as a giant snake moves along  
beside you.

444   Flamingo Fancy Take a stroll beneath 
150,000 sparkling pink and aquamarine lights.

555   Winter of Love Check out our famous  
25 ft. tall pink tree made entirely of lit lawn flamingos. 
Feel the groovy vibes with a funky light display and  
a brand new 70s Volkswagen photo op!

666   Big Cat Stalk Meander through a path of tall 
illuminated grass, while stalking eyes of frisky felines 
appear and disappear. Stop by the Sweet Shoppe  
for special candy and treats.

777   Penguin Prismatic Witness a 40 ft. tall 
penguin glowing with 40,000 lights which unveil 
surprising images in a stunning fashion. Surrounded 
by a colony of colorful penguins reflecting on the 
Zoo’s Bird Lake, this show will give a whole new 
perspective on how fun it is to be a penguin.

888   ‘Tis the Season Dive under the sea and float 
among more than a dozen giant jellyfish in hues of 
orange, pink and blue. A friendly sea turtle, with a 
flipper span of 16 feet, is the star of a new holiday 
tree that brings the coral reef to life.

999   Seasonbration An oversized, Earth-shaped 
3D screen showcases programmed lights, music, 
sound effects and color, all under a canopy of glowing 
lights, celebrating the four seasons on our planet.

101010   Shimmer River Take a journey through the 
jungle in this brand-new illuminated zone. You can’t 
miss the enormous, sparkling waterfall and vine wall 
featuring 20,000 lights! Then, enter a 100-foot-long 
tunnel filled with 4,000 lights, creating dynamic 
scenes from growing vines, to blooming flowers, 
multicolored kaleidoscopes and more.

111111   Camp Starfire Sit under brilliantly lit orbs  
and sparkling trees while snacking on gooey  
s’mores by the fire.

121212   Twilight Savanna Step into the heart 
of Africa as you wander the savanna and witness 
animals running, walking and flying through an 
imaginative video projection on striking rock walls. 
The projection captures the beauty of sunrises and 
sunsets on the African plains.

131313   Flutter Flair The perfect photo taking location, 
with a stunning 22 ft. tall Butterfly Tree welcoming 
you through a magical land of oversized, whimsical 
monarch butterflies and beautifully-winged  
artistic performers.

141414   LumiNature Lane Created by a local artist, 
three ft. tall painted paper lanterns shine beautifully 
under a canopy of lights to tell the magical story  
of LumiNature.

151515   Animale Fantasia In this finale 
showstopper, cave-like screens situated on  
a field of lights choreographed to captivating  
music bring animal dreams to life!

161616   Our Neck of the Woods  
Celebrate our neighborhood,  
with each tree decorated by  
a different community group.  
Use this QR code to vote for  
your favorite decorated tree!
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SHOPPING 
Visit retail locations including The Sweet Shoppe, 
and Holiday Glow Stand to purchase your 
favorite LumiNature and Philadelphia Zoo items! 
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Refreshments 
*Operating hours may vary.

Restrooms 
Wheelchair Accessible

Emergency Telephone 
/First Aid

Nature Blazer  
Scavenger Hunt


